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The Guide to Hiring the Right
Property Management Company
Being a landlord can be a lucrative business. Perhaps you’ve
heard this and want to pursue the path. You’ve learned monthly
cash flow is great, but cash flow isn’t a given and there are a lot of
things to consider. Property owners face the realities of maintenance,
tenant relationships, and accounting. The “gold” to be found in
owning property can quickly lose its luster.
This is where hiring a property management company can be
hugely beneficial. They will manage the property for you, ensuring
vacancies are negligible; repair and modernize the property; and
even manage the taxes. By working with them, you can save time
and money, which turns your initial investment back into the gold
you always knew it was.
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But to see those results, you have to choose the right property
management company. This eBook will help you do that. It will
guide you through some of the benefits and cost savings, as well
as what to look for and ask a prospective property management
company. We will also give you five tips for a successful, mutually
beneficial relationship.
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One of the first major decisions you face as a new property owner
is whether to manage the property yourself or hire a property
management company to do it. It might seem like an easy decision;
after all, all you have to do is find tenants, collect rent, and hire
someone to fix a few things here and there. Right?
You’re not wrong, but doing the job well takes time, effort, and a
willingness to learn the tricks and tools of the trade. While property
management companies can cost more upfront than managing
the property on your own, they eliminate many of the challenges
of owning rental property and save you money in the long run.
In general, they help you in three ways. They:

Reduce Costs

Increase Revenue

Save Time
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We’ll address each area, starting in reverse.
Save Time
Property management takes time, even
for the most organized, patient individual.
Fortunately, you don’t have to go it alone.
A property management company can
save you time in the following ways:
1. Tenant churn. Tenant churn is common in
Washington D.C. The city is home to several universities,
a healthy job market, and a large military population.
People move in and out all the time, leaving a slew
of vacancies in their wake. If you aren’t working with
a property management company, you’re responsible
for everything—preparing and marketing the property,
fielding phone calls and emails, showing the available
properties to prospects, and screening and selecting
new tenants.
2. Tenant screening. Property management companies
use a legally sound, comprehensive process for
checking credit rating, rental history, employment,
and criminal background of potential residents.
In addition, they have the time and resources to call
prior landlords and other references to ensure tenants
will pay rent in a timely manner and take good care
of the property. They also know what questions to
ask and what red flags to look and listen for in the
reports and phone calls, ensuring they eliminate
problem tenants before they ever move into your
property. A professional screening and selection
process minimizes the possibility of fair housing
violations and lawsuits, too.
3. Systematic rent collection. A property management
company acts as your shield. They manage tenants
and enforce lease terms through a structured rent
collection process. This ensures timely, dependable
cash flow as well as adherence to all legal regulations
for rent collection and dealing with late payments.
This allows you to avoid legal problems with your
tenants and present a reliable record of payments
if issues arise.

4. Maintenance. As a landlord, you’re on call 24/7.
If a pipe leaks, it’s your responsibility. If the A/C goes
out, again, your responsibility. When maintenance
issues arise, particularly when related to utilities,
infestations, or safety, you have to drop everything
and resolve the problem. Let a property management
company do the heavy lifting. They’ll not only be on call
but also able to search for reliable service providers,
coordinate with tenants to arrange a time to fix the
problem, and schedule follow-up inspections.
Property management takes time, but it doesn’t
have to take up all your time. A property management
company will save you time, not to mention stress.

Increase Revenue
Many activities go into increasing revenue.
They not only take time but also knowledge
and experience. For this reason, it can be
smart to partner with a property management
company. They are the experts when it comes to maximizing
your real estate investment.
1. Marketing. Marketing and advertising are essential.
They attract new, qualified tenants. A property management
company typically has ties to professional photographers
and videographers who can stage properties in their
best light. In the real estate business, images are
everything. They get people in the door and signing
the lease.
2. Raising rates. Higher rental rates can grow the
top line, but only if the market—and the tenants—will
bear the increase. A rental property manager can do
this in much less time than it might take you, thanks
to survey marketing tools. The manager will analyze
the marketplace, getting the best price for the property
without scaring away tenants and renting your available
properties faster.
3. Tenant retention. Great property management
companies focus on placing qualified tenants in
rental properties, which decreases the likelihood of
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evictions, nonpayment of rent, and other potential
problems. They also are responsive to tenants,
resolving complaints and working to make sure they
are happy in their home. Happy tenants are more
likely to renew their leases, which prevents a loss
of income due to turnovers and vacancies.
4. Reduction of vacancy times. On a related noted,
property management companies can minimize
vacancy times by finding suitable tenants. The right
property manager will help you set a competitive
rent rate; screen potential tenants to ensure they
are qualified; recommend upgrades that will make
your property more attractive to tenants; and effectively
market your property using targeted, high-quality
advertising techniques.

Reduce Costs
Hiring a property management company
can seem like another expense that
takes away from your profit. You want
to minimize losses, not increase them.
But a property management firm can be the perfect
way to save money and maximize your investment.
For instance, bills, contractors, and taxes all eat into
the bottom line. A property management company
can help you find cost savings in many of these
areas. They often have a CPA who can handle taxes
and utility bills—and find areas where you can cut
costs. Property management firms also sometimes
have a discount rate with preferred contractors,
a savings that gets passed onto you.
1. Budget-conscious maintenance. As a landlord,
you can expect to spend the equivalent of one to
two months of rent on property maintenance annually.
But a good property management company can often
get better prices because of the volume of work
they oversee and their established relationships with
contractors. Lower cost maintenance and repairs save
you money in the short term, and a well-maintained
property also improves long-term value. Fast, quality
work helps keep tenants happy and encourages them

to take care of the property. Furthermore, professional
property managers know the importance of being diligent
and proactive when it comes to preventative maintenance,
can spot potential problems early on, and guide you in
the most cost-effective upkeep methods.
2. Avoidance of legal issues. Managing rentals
requires a strong knowledge of all local, state,
and federal fair housing and landlord-tenant laws.
Innocent mistakes, such as taking too long to make
certain repairs or asking the wrong question during
a showing, can lead to hefty fines, lawsuits, and other
legal problems. For example, owners often find
themselves in legal disputes over security deposits
when they charge tenants for property damage.
But what the owner considers damage, the tenant
and the law may consider normal wear that tenants
aren’t responsible for.
Property management companies have years of experience
making determinations like those. Part of their job is staying
abreast of any changes in the laws, and many companies
will consult regularly with real estate attorneys to ensure
their practices remain compliant in all areas, including:

L ease administration, including
addendums and terminations
C ollecting, holding and returning
security deposits

Rent collection and enforcement,
including late notices and fees

I nspections and entry of the
rental property
Eviction processes and procedures
Repairs and condition of the property
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3. Enforce lease agreements. Lease enforcement isn’t a fun
job, but it goes with the business. Tenant disagreements,
missed rent payments, and abuse of property all require attention
and action. Without the aid of a property management company,
you will have to evict the tenant, which can quickly turn into a
protracted legal process filled with inconvenient and expensive
court appearances.
4. Better record keeping and help with taxes. Property
management companies keep comprehensive records of
all income and expenses for your property, which you can
typically view at any time. In addition, they create monthly
reports that provide a visual snapshot of investment performance
and issue necessary tax documents annually.

Time is money. With a
property management
company, you can save
time, increase profits,
and decrease losses.
And that means you
can get back to life
with its career, family,
or other pursuits.

Time is money. With a property management company,
you can save time, increase profits, and decrease losses.
And that means you can get back to life with its career,
family, or other pursuits. You can relax and leave the stress of collecting rent, responding to maintenance
requests, and keeping up with the laws to the experts, knowing your property is in good hands.

What to Look for in a Property Management Company
Hiring a property management company can save you time and money, but finding the right partner can be a
challenge. It requires a careful assessment of your needs, budget, and goals as a landlord because the stakes are
high—you’re looking for a firm or person to take care of a valuable investment, perhaps even your own
home. Not everyone uses the services of a property manager, either, so recommendations from family or
friends may be hard to come by.
Because of this, some property owners pick the company that’s been in business the longest, manages the
most properties, makes the biggest promises, or has the largest number of employees. It can prove to be a
short-sighted and costly approach. Here’s what to keep in mind and look for instead:
Longevity doesn’t equal quality. Plenty of firms boast about how long they’ve been in business.
But professionalism, ethical behavior, and responsiveness are far more important qualities to
consider. In addition, longtime businesses can stagnate. They get stuck doing things the way they
always have, rather than keeping up with changing market trends and client needs.
A balance of experience and innovation is best. You want a company or manager that has
learned the ropes but also has innovative ideas. When you interview the the company, look at
the types of properties they manage, check references and ask about property management software.
The three pieces of information will give you a good idea of how well prospective firms know the
job and adapt to changing market conditions and technological advancements.
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Bigger isn’t always better. Size can come with advantages like financial stability and buying power
with local vendors, but you can lose out in other ways. Your property may just be another address
to a company managing thousands of properties. Customer service may be slow or unsatisfactory.
Aim for the middle ground. Find a company with enough properties to prove their expertise but
not so many that they’re spread thin. Medium-size companies usually have the key perks of their
larger counterparts, including in-house maintenance and preferred pricing from vendors.
The number of employees is less important than the quality. A company with hundreds of employees
can seem like a good investment, but only if you know how many are licensed managers and have
in-depth knowledge about the local market and landlord-tenant laws.
When you’re thinking about hiring a firm, the managers’ qualifications and skills—not the number of
them in the company—are paramount. Ask about company practices and employee qualifications.
Make sure managers are licensed and keep their skills fresh. Also ask about soft skills. A professional
manner, organization, responsiveness, and excellent customer service should be top priorities for
the person who will manage your property.
How the company assigns managers is also important. Some firms give you a dedicated manager.
At other companies, all managers work with all clients. You should look for companies with both
dedicated managers and a team approach. You get the benefit of personalized service and the
expertise of the entire team.

Q

A

Questions to Ask Your Potential
Property Manager

Once you’ve established a basic understanding
of at least three property management companies,
dig a little deeper. Use these questions when
interviewing prospective firms to guarantee they meet your needs,
goals, and expectations.
What are your needs and do the company’s services
match them?
A property management company should be able to handle the
entire rental process for your property, from advertising and marketing to tenant screening and collecting rent.
Key tasks property managers should be able to do the following: prepare leases and enforce lease terms; inspect
the property regularly; and oversee all repairs, landscaping, and other maintenance.
A property management company should also have a sophisticated system to track rent collection, notify you of
property issues, document all financial transactions, and provide you with regular reports of income and expenses.
Because the company should handle all communication with the tenants, great customer service and the ability to
maintain positive relationships with tenants are critical.
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What is the company’s fee structure?
Ask for details about the company’s fees and what services they cover before you sign a contract.
This is an area where companies differ greatly, so make sure to ask the following:
Is there a flat percentage fee for an all-inclusive package or does the company charge different
fees for separate services?
 Are there extra charges for specific services or items?
For repairs, does the property management company add a percentage “mark-up” fee to
contractor’s invoices?
How often will you be billed for the fees?
You should never be surprised by the monthly bill. A good property management company will always provide a
management agreement that’s clear and easy to understand. It will outline what services are included and anything
that would cost extra. Such a company will also willingly go over their process and procedures for each stage of the
leasing cycle so that you’re comfortable with the way they work.

How quickly does the company pay owners?
Understand how and when you will receive your rental proceeds, including what day of the month they
issue payment. Does the company mail checks or use direct deposit? Can you access your banking
information through an online system that allows for easy updates?

Does the company require you to have reserve funds?
Some companies require that owners provide a reserve equal to at least one month’s rent to cover bills,
repairs and other expenses. Others will pay bills and expenses from rental proceeds and have adequate
assets to cover costs until the next rental payment comes in, a sign of financial security.

What are the terms of the management agreement?
Does the company offer a way you can be released from the agreement if you’re not satisfied?
Review the terms and conditions for terminating the agreement in order to protect yourself.

Does the company sell real estate as well as manage properties?
If they do sell real estate, are you required to use their agent if you decide to sell? If the tenant wants
to buy the property, does the management agreement state that the management company will get the
commission? Management firms that also act as real estate brokers can have a conflict of interest. Make
sure you understand where the company’s true expertise and priority is: selling real estate or managing properties.
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Who will be responsible for handling your property?
Ask if the company will designate a dedicated property manager for your property or a team. If the
former, find out whether the manager is licensed and how much experience he or she has, particularly
with managing properties similar to yours. Also ask about the company’s procedures for handling issues that come
up when your manager is busy or on vacation.

Do their leases follow federal and local laws?
Ask the company how they ensure their contracts comply with all local, state and federal laws.
As the owner, you are legally responsible for any legal breach, so ensuring the company will
stay up-to-date is critical.

What are the company’s policies and practices in relation to fair housing?
Make sure the company’s leasing practices won’t lead to federal discrimination charges against you.
Ask about their leasing process and what safeguards they have in place to prevent violation of fair
housing laws. Test their knowledge by asking about state and local fair housing laws, too.

How will the company determine the market price for your rental?
Will their market analysis be based on their own experience or on comps? Do they search Craigslist,
Zillow, the MLS, internal comps or a combination to arrive at a rental rate?

How will the company market and advertise the property?
Have the company walk you through its marketing plan, including where advertisements will be posted.
Ask whether they take professional pictures and/or videos to include in listings.

How do they handle the tenant screening process?
Strong tenant screening is the best defense against problem tenants and protects your cash flow and
investment value. When a company screens tenants, they should run an extensive background check,
including credit and criminal history, eviction history, landlord references, and employment
verification. A management company should not rely on applicants to pull their own credit history.

How many evictions have they had?
Evictions are costly and time consuming. If a company has dealt with many evictions, it is a sign that
their screening process is ineffective or that they rush to fill vacancies by placing any tenant without
enough regard for qualifications.
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What’s the customer service like?
A company’s availability and responsiveness to you and tenants matters. Note their hours and learn
how they respond to owners’ questions, as well as how they handle urgent and emergency property
issues that occur outside those hours. Also ask about financial reports and tax documents. Most companies have an
online portal that allows you to securely view property records, expenses, submitted maintenance requests and
other information at any time. If this isn’t the case, find out when reports will be available every month and how you
will be notified and given access to them.

Does the company work with preferred vendors?
If so, are those vendors required to add them as an additional insured? When management companies
work with preferred vendors and contractors, owners and tenants typically get faster service and repairs.
Management companies can also get volume discounts with these providers and pass the savings on to owners.
Companies should mandate that vendors add them as an additional insured under their policy, which provides
additional protection to the owner.

Can you use your own contractors and vendors?
If you have a trusted plumber or electrician, can you use them? Or does the company require that you
use their preferred vendors? Even if you don’t have contractors you use, having the option to get another
quote or opinion for work is valuable. The freedom to make your own choice can give you more confidence when
renewing a contract or asking about specific management services.

Does the company have good references?
Always ask for and check references. Has the company managed properties comparable to yours?
How many additional properties does the company manage? How do they divide their time to
address issues at different properties? If possible, drive by some of the references to see how the properties
have been maintained.
Feedback from references, along with information provided by the company, should leave you feeling confident
about delegating the management responsibilities for your property. If you aren’t, keep looking. Trust is critical
to your financial success and relationship with a property manager.
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How to Make the Final Decision
Many rental property owners struggle when
trying to determine whether the cost of a
professional property manager is worth the
potential benefits. You have to weigh known
factors, like the cost of professional management
fees, against unknown ones, for example, the
amount of time it will take to handle tenant
issues and repairs. While it’s possible that
everything will go smoothly – the tenant will
be low-maintenance, and all the appliances
and systems keep humming along – it’s equally possible that one thing after another will require your attention.
In the short term, managing your own property will save you money.
Property managers usually charge between 5 percent and 10 percent of the monthly rental income to manage
a property. In addition, leasing to a new tenant will often cost 50 to 100 percent of the first month’s rent in fees.
Do it yourself, and you may only be out the cost of advertising your rental and associated marketing costs.
But the long-term costs require careful consideration.
If it takes months longer to find a tenant than it would a professional, didn’t spruce the property up enough
to appeal to renters, or didn’t have time to show the place when applicants wanted to see it, you’ll be out money,
fast. Distance from the property or a lack of time or interest in learning the skills needed to manage well can also
cost money. In these instances, hiring a property management firm is a wise financial investment.
Even if those circumstances don’t apply,
consider the value of your time and effort. Property management can eat into leisure and work time, especially
if you have more than one property or end up with a problematic tenant. And remember, if you manage your own
property, every decision, for good or ill, is in your hands. That level of control can be beneficial for experienced
landlords who like to handle things their way. However, it can pose a problem for investment owners who would
welcome and benefit from expert advice.
In all honesty, there’s no right decision for every landlord.
The choice ultimately depends on you and your life. Take an honest look at how much time you have and are
willing to devote to daily management tasks; how much expertise you have or are willing to gain through research
and consultation with experts in the field; and how well you would be able to deal with the work and stress of
major problems if they arise. Once you’ve made a list of those factors, as well as the financial considerations,
make a decision.
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Five Keys to a Successful Relationship
If you’ve decided to work with a property manager, developing trust and clearly defining roles is critical to establishing
an effective property owner-property manager relationship. Follow these five tips to help you build a foundation for
mutual success. A long-term relationships with your property manager is beneficial to both parties.

1

Clearly define roles. Thorough vetting should help you find a property management company that
will make good on its promises. But you still need to read and analyze the management agreement
and other documents before you sign.
Discuss and agree about the management company’s responsibilities. Typical roles include leasing,
communicating with tenants, collecting and enforcing rents, handling maintenance and repairs, and
accounting. You may be called in to set a budget and long-term plan for the property, or to approve
major work and expenses for the property. Clarify who’s responsible for what at the beginning. It’s
the foundation for a long and successful partnership.

2

Set expectations. Before you sign an agreement, ask questions about the company’s processes
and internal systems. Questions like the ones below will ensure you know what to expect and will
help you decide if you’re comfortable with the arrangement.
How do they handle leasing?
Is there in-house maintenance to handle urgent issues?
Do they pay bills and keep detailed financial records to make completing taxes and
claiming deductions easier?
Do they provide online access to maintenance requests, statements and other key documents so
you can get an update at any time?
Does the agreement require that you keep a reserve account?
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If you’re uneasy with the answers, keep looking. You’ll find it hard to trust and the relationship will
likely be challenging.

3

Trust the process. Once you’ve dotted “i’s” and crossed “t’s,” trust the process. A good manager like
the one you’ve selected will keep you informed with detailed monthly reports and communicate
important issues that you should be made aware of.
Also remember that it’s okay to have and ask questions, particularly at first. But avoid the temptation to
micromanage. Taking matters into your own hands can create confusion among owners, managers,
tenants, and third-party professionals, as well as lead to inefficiencies and mismanagement.

4

Expect some risk. A knowledgeable rental manager can help you avoid financial risk by avoiding problems
or catching them early. However, nothing is foolproof. There are risks in any investment that cannot be
foreseen, and things will come up.

5

Communicate, communicate, communicate. Set up a realistic communication schedule with your
manager. This could include monthly or quarterly in-person meetings, online discussions, or connecting
by phone. Everyone’s busy, but don’t let this piece slip. Stay in touch and return email communications.

Property Management for Success
Property management isn’t for every owner. Take some time
to assess your time and how much effort you’ll have to put into
the property to manage it well. Also remember to factor in the
unquantifiable factors, such as tenant relationship management
and maintenance and repairs.
Then consider how a property management company could
help you. They have expertise and experience. Look for
established firms with a reputation for strong property-owner/
property-manager relationships. Ask questions. Learn how
they’ll communicate with you and manage the property
and its tenants.

Look for established
firms with a reputation
for strong propertyowner/property-manager
relationships. Ask
questions. Learn how
they’ll communicate
with you and manage the
property and its tenants.

Once you have all that information, you can make an informed
decision about working with the company. And, you’ll rest easy
because you established the foundation for success. You did
your research; you set up transparent agreements and clarified
roles; and you stay in touch regularly. With all that in place, you’ll see not only a good working relationship with your
property management company but also happy tenants and increasing financial returns on your investment.
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If you’re interested in seeing if Gordon James
Real Estate Services is a good ﬁt for you, tell us
a little about your property here and we’ll be in touch.

